
ANEXO III 

FICHA INFORMATIVA: CAMPOS DE VOLUNTARIADO  

  
  

Es un campo nuevo  
El campo ha funcionado otros años  

NOMBRE DEL CAMPO 
 
 

DATOS DEL CAMPO 
Calle Nº C.P. 
  
Localidad Provincia Teléfono Fax 
   
Email de contacto Página web
 
 
Nº Total de Participantes:         Nº de plazas reservadas SVI: 

 
BREVE DESCRIPCIÓN DEL CAMPO DE VOLUNTARIADO (en inglés – máximo 4 líneas)
 

 
DESCRIPCIÓN DEL CAMPO DE TRABAJO 

 (POR FAVOR, RELLENE EN INGLÉS SÓLO LOS APARTADOS QUE NECESITE PARA DEFINIR EL CAMPO) 

 
DESCRIPTION OF WORK: 

Monleras 2022. The Land of the Games. Bioconstruction and rural dynamitation

Plaza Mayor 6 37171

Monleras Salamanca 923575001

monlerasayunta@gmail.com www.monleras.es

22

The main activity will be the construction of an access gate, a traditional shepherd's hut and the 
recreation of a broom hut for rural revitalization activities in the so-called “Land of the Games”.  
Also, the volunteers will take part in sociocultural activities of dynamization of the rural world, 
getting involved with the local population. 

The main activity will consist of the realisation of different woks in the so-called “Land of the 
Games”, a space designed for doing free time and educational activities, as well as rural 
dynamisation in a natural location: 
-Construction of an entrance gate to access the Land of the Games 
-Construction of a traditional shepherd’s shelter in a circular shape with a stone wall. 
-Recreation of a traditional broom hut built on a wooden structure, as the ones which used to be 
erected in the threshing season. 
-Maintenance work and care of buildings, playing squares and gardens formerly constructed in the 
facilities at the “Land of the Games” 
Bioconstruction, sustainable, eco-friendly and traditional techniques will be used in all the buildings. 
This activity will be done in the morning, between 8:30h and 14:00h. The volunteers will be split in 
small groups with more specific tasks, making them take turns to carry out all the different jobs. 
There will be a break from 11:30h to 12:00h to have a snack. 



COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES – LEISURE ACTIVITIES: 

ACCOMMODATION/FOOD: 

LOCATION: 

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS: 

MEETING POINT: 

LANGUAGES SPOKEN: 

THINGS TO BRING: 

European Health Card for EU volunteers: 

The volunteers will collaborate in various activities, aimed at the local population, such as free time 
activities aimed at children, teenagers and young adults; intergenerational dynamization activities; 
cohabitation with local families for a day; agri-food and craftwork fair. 
Moreover, some other activities will be offered for the volunteers' free time, such as: excursions to 
Salamanca and "Las Arribes del Duero"; activities to get to know rural life and culture;
environmental routes; ludic activities (swimming pool, etc.); craft workshops, sporting activities, 
etc. These will take place in the afternoon, between 18:00h-20:30h. 
At night, between 22:30h and 24:00h, there will be some night activities, as well as cultural 
performances included in the Festival of Theatre and Performing Arts of Monleras.

YOUTH HOSTEL “LA CABAÑUELA” 
C/ Camino Berganciano , 16 CP: 37171 MONLERAS 
TELÉFONO: +34 669 89 11 29 
Accommodation in shared rooms with bunk beds. Breakfast, lunch and dinner cooked in the same 
hostel. All menus can be adapted to vegetarian diets, allergies or other kinds. 

MONLERAS (SALAMANCA) 
Coordenadas: 41.186129, -6.226623

From Madrid to Salamanca. 
By bus:  "Estación Sur" Bus station (every hour commute, http://www.avanzabus.com ). 
By train: "Chamartín " Train station. (day scheduling in http://www.renfe.es/ 
From Salamanca to Monleras: By bus: Empresa Criado. Salamanca Bus Station. Leaves Salamanca 
from Monday to Friday at 17:30 pm. (except Thursday)

Salamanca Bus Station, 17:00h, 19th of July. 
Or at the youth hostel “La Cabañuela”, Monleras, 18:30 h. 19th of July.

English / Spanish 
More in observations

In observations



SPECIFIC GOALS: 

PROFILE – COMMITMENT OF PARTICIPANTS: 

INTERNAL RULES: 

CONTACTS: 

EMERGENCY NUMBER: 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 

-To encourage intercultural meetings, taking advantage of the differences in the origin of the 
volunteers. 
-To incorporate new elements and facilities to "The Land of the Games" which will favour the 
development and practice of educational and leisure activities. 
-To recover, learn and promote the use of traditional building techniques and explore new uses and 
possibilities to innovate on the line of new investigations about eco-efficient and bioclimatic 
buildings.

Young people with social concerns, who want to get a better grasp of the rural world through 
involvement in a community project in a small town in western Castilla.  
Young people interested in bio- building and the knowledge of traditional culture for sustainable 
living

-The volunteers must respect the basic rules of coexistence towards their mates and leaders. 
-During their stay, the volunteers must stay in the Volunteer Camp, respect the fixed schedules and 
participate in the activities organised for the group.

Ascen. Tfno:0034 923575076. Juan Jesús: +34 608756535. Maite: Tfno:+34 622443194 
email: monlerasayunta@gmail.com. 

Responsible for the Work Camp: Juanje: +34608756535.  
More: Youth hostel: +34 669891129; Maite: +34 622443194; Ascen (0034) 923575076

This Volunteer Camp has been functioning for about 20 years (with the exception of the two last 
ones due to the COVID-19 pandemic) with very satisfactory results. In these camps there have been 
young volunteers from many different European countries, some Asian ones  and America, apart 
from young volunteers from every community in Spain. 
In the latest years, the main activity has been done at the place called "The Land of the Games", a 
territory located at a natural spot and conditioned for the development of educational and free time 
activities. Throughout the next years, the volunteers have designed attractive playing spots and 
have built different facilities by using traditional and bioconstruction techniques. 
More Information: ctmonleras.blogspot.com.es  
www.facebook.com/campointernacionalmonle



DESCRIPCIÓN DEL PROYECTO / FECHAS 
Tipo de Proyecto  (agricultura, 
medioambiental, restauración, festival…) 

Fecha  
Inicio(dd-mm-
aaaa) 

Fecha Fin 
(dd-mm-
aaaa) 

Edad
Mínima 

Edad
Máxima 

   
  

 OBSERVACIONES 

Dinamización rural 19/07/2022 02/08/2022 18 22

Full name of the work camp: MONLERAS 2022. THE LAND OF THE GAMES. A PROYECT OF 
BIO-CONSTRUCTION AND RURAL DYNAMITATION. 
 
LANGUAGES SPOKEN 
English will be spoken in all the activities carried out at the volunteer camp, including leisure 
activities and meal times / English and Spanish will be spoken in the activities involving locals and 
volunteers from other municipal associations. 
 
THINGS TO BRING: 
-A small bag 
-Shorts, summer clothes, some warm clothes for the nights 
-Comfortable shoes / trainers 
-Working clothes, proper shoes, cap or hat 
-Protection for the sun: sun cream, sunglasses 
-Personal hygiene, including beach towels 
Bed sheets and towels for the shower will be provided at the youth hostel 
 
MORE INFORMATION: 
http://monleras.es/web/index.php/campos-internacionales-de-trabajo/junta-de-castilla-y-leon 
http://ctmonleras.blogspot.com.es 
https://www.facebook.com/campointernacionalmonleras


